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Collaboration: from the latin “collaborare” to work together

• Introduction to the OGA

• Why collaborate?

• OGA and industry approach

• Live Collaboration Poll

• Discussion
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Introduction to the OGA



Progressive regulation

Role of the OGA

OGA

Investment

and action

Encouraging 

collaboration

Effective

stewardship

Striking the Right Balance

Combining Regulatory Powers with a more proactive approach to deliver MER



Asset Stewardship

• New approach

• Cross-lifecycle

• Supporting

performance

Area Plans

• Strategic hubs

• More transparency

• Collaboration & 

consolidation

Framework and approach developed closely with industry

Regulatory Framework

Strategic Approach

Framework & approach



Why collaborate?



Shaping the future

Significant prize - Vision 2035

Realize full 

hydrocarbon potential 

of the UKCS

Increase the prize

by half again over

the next 20 years

World class

competitiveness

Expand service sector 

range, market 

coverage, double 

exports  

A single compelling vision for the offshore oil and gas industry to add value



Shaping the future

Collaboration in the MER UK Strategy

Securing MER through collaboration 

“compliance with the Strategy may 

oblige individual companies to 

allocate value between them, 

matching risk to reward. However, 

while the net result should deliver 

greater value overall, it will not be 

the case that all companies will be 

individually better off.”

Collaboration is a required action 

and behaviour, including 

cooperation with the OGA
March 2016

Collaboration is integral to 

deliver the obligations of the 

Strategy



Shaping the future

Competition and collaboration

Competition Law needs to be taken into account but not used as a blocker

No obligation imposed by MER UK 

Strategy permits or requires any 

conduct which would otherwise be 

prohibited by or under any legislation, 

including competition law

Competition & Market Authority (CMA) 

recognises collaboration can be 

beneficial and there is a need to guard 

against “unwarranted caution” and 

“activity chill”

OGA will discharge its responsibilities 

taking into account competition law

November 2016

Report issued November 2016



OGA and industry approach



Shaping the future

OGA Collaboration Expectation

Collaboration Expectation seeking to develop cultural change

Build a culture of collaboration, with 

evidence of leadership commitment 

on the added value

Issued March 2017

One of 10 Asset Stewardship 

Expectations

Intra JV assessment of collaboration 

at least every two years using 

recognised tool. OGA may request 

assessment outcome and action plan

Licensee should act in accordance 

with voluntary codes of practice & 

charters such as Commercial Code of 

Practice (CCOP) & Infrastructure 

Code of Practice (ICOP)



Shaping the future

OGA Collaboration Assessment

OGA Collaboration Assessment Tool and Guidance

Review undertaken with OGA and 

individual operators (selected by OGA)

Guidance issued April 2017 

Assessment on eight critical 

behaviours using documented 

evidence

OGA may ask operator to submit an 

improvement plan within six months 

of review

OGA Tool.  Can also be used for SE09 

Expectation JV Assessment



Shaping the future

OGA Hub Strategy Expectation

An effective Hub Strategy will require collaboration “intra” and “inter” joint venture

Joint venture strategic vision and long 

term plan for hub, improving 

alignment and collaboration within the 

JV

Issued March 2017

One of 10 Asset Stewardship 

Expectations

Update every 2 years and have 

available to OGA on request

Encourage area collaboration where 

hub identifies 3rd party potential or 

common activity



Area Plans

Area Plan

Tier 1 (TCA)

Tier 2 (Q15)
Tier 3 (S Wye)

Experience to date has shown that OGA needs to initiate process and develop scope

• OGA unique area insights, unseen by individual JVs

• Identification of areas where collaboration can yield greater value

• Initiate Area Plan thinking and transition to industry at appropriate juncture



Shaping the future

Observations on collaboration

Good foundations to build on with industry examples emerging

1. It requires a 

degree of trust 

and risk at 

individual and 

corporate level

2. It’s hard 

work

Success requires 

all parties to 

respect this and 

not take 

advantage

Company needs to 

support individual, 

give a 

collaborative 

mandate

Excellent 

examples out 

there

Clear goal and 

a leading 

organisation 

are secret to 

success

Publicity would 

help cultural 

change but 

frequently 

confidential; 

parties don’t 

want to be 

seen as “soft 

touch”

3. It takes 

different forms 

- different 

people, 

different views

Supply chain 

collaboration? 

Within joint 

venture? 

Between joint 

ventures?

Theory vs

practice 

4. It breeds a 

different 

approach to 

negotiations

Jointly frame and 

articulate the 

problem. 

Recognise 

respective needs 

and work through 

solutions within a 

common 

agreement space

Avoid anchoring 

on ‘best’ (but 

unachievable) 

outcome

5. There’s 

disconnect 

between Hub 

Strategy 

visions and 

Hub delivery 

behaviour

Hub Strategies 

covet 

collaboration with 

3rd parties but 

actual execution 

demonstrates 

traditional 

behaviour (lack of 

collaboration)



Industry approach



Build confidence in 

Industry approach

Standard 

Agreements 

Task Group

• Enhanced study 

agreement

• Selection of next 

agreement

ICoP refresh

Task Group

Establish 

Commercial 

Performance 

Baseline

MER UK Forum Steering Group

E&P managing directors

Oil & Gas UK Board and Council

Commercial Managers Forum

Steering Group

Operators Legal Committee
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2016: Build foundations

• Commercial Code of Practice (CCoP) 

and Infrastructure Code of Practice 

(ICoP) revised and updated to build in 

MER Strategy.

• Generated new industry guideline on 

Negotiation Best Practice

• New standard form Study Agreements

• ‘After action’ survey to benchmark 

progress

Nominated for MER UK Award

2017: Deliver sustained change

• Commercial Managers’ Forum (CMF) 

to foster, implement and drive change 

in commercial behaviours

• ‘Cultural Change Champion’ added to 

MER UK Forum Steering Group.



Collaboration Assessment 
A JV’s feedback

Positive feedback on JV collaborative assessment

• “Hugely insightful and gives us a clear direction as to improving the 

output of the partnership ”

• “Once the attendees got beyond trying to rationalise/justify their 

individual partner's rating and reached the point of the rating being their 

perspective and therefore their reality, we had an extremely worthwhile 

conversation.”

• “I have requested that we go 

through the same exercise on the 

other partnerships”

• “I feel this has the potential to 

move the issue of behaviours in 

a positive direction”



OGA influence ranges from light touch to major interventions

Building a Culture
Examples of collaborative success

2016 MER UK Award

• Southern Wye Project: ConocoPhillips, Repsol

Sinopec, Maersk, Ithaca and J.V partners

• ETAP Area Commercial Alignment: BP, Shell, Esso, 

JX Nippon and Zennor

2015 MER UK Award

• Northern North Sea Operational Gas Group: TAQA, 

CNR, EnQuest, Dana, Fairfield, BP, Shell, Esso 

• Edradour and Glenlivet Field Development: TOTAL 

E&P UK and DONG Energy

Common Economic 

models

Shared technical 

understanding for late life 

infrastructure planning 

Approval of 

‘right assets, right hands’

Published Successes Emerging Successes


